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Book Review 
 
Living Poems, Writing Lives: Spirit, self, and the art of poetry. By Reggie Marra. Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2004, 373 
pp., $18.00, paperback. 
 
How is the process of revising a poem like re-visioning a life? Where do self, soul, spirit and awareness intersect in the poet's 
work? Personal transformation may begin on the page, but does it end there? These are some of the questions that Reggie 
Marra addresses in Living Poems, Writing Lives. Far too often the realm of the poem is detached from the realm of self, and 
we fail to connect the dots and see our writing in context. Marra explores poetic devices and concepts and their role in helping 
the self to "live a conscious life." Each chapter begins with a basic introduction of a poetic device or concept: structure, line, 
point of view, metaphor/simile, drama, diction, punctuation, rhythm, revision, theme, texture and completion. Marra then 
moves from the realm of poetry to the realm of the self, and each chapter ends with written exercises and an approach to 
meditation. 

Marra forges the links between poetry, awareness and self-exploration. Although he does not call his work "poetry 
therapy," his work is certainly relevant and important . to poetry therapists. Marra pays thoughtful attention to the writing itself 
and shows how the writing informs us about our lives. Some poetry therapists, who rely heavily on clinical skills, may not be 
utilizing the poet's toolbox as fully as they can. Living Poems, Writing Lives asks some new and surprising questions, jumping 
off of poetic device and writing concepts. For example, "How does the poet structure his/her life around money, vocation, 
relationship?" "As the line is the basic building block for the poet, what are the basic building blocks of the poet's life?" "Does 
imagery affect our daily living?" "Have we chosen life metaphors, or is the perception of life as a journey, a gift, or a war, 
simply borrowed from others?" 

Marra writes with intelligence, compassion, and humor. If you've read Natalie Goldberg, Julia Cameron, and John 
Fox, you will still want to read Living Poems, Writing Lives. Why? Because it's different from any book on writing that you 
may have read. Reggie Marra approaches writing as a practice with depth, breadth, and focus. The inclusion of developmental 
theories and meditation practice make this book unique. Not surprisingly, a history of the world is in the appendix. Marra 
offers us a treasure trove of rich resource material in psychology, spirituality, history and literature. Living Poems, Writing 
Lives is not just about poetry; it's about personhood, vision, consciousness, and transformation. Marra does not think small. In 
fact, his consciousness takes in the world, yet his attention to detail in his writing is superb. Living Poems, Writing Lives 
encourages the poetry therapist to do the same. 
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